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Abstract
The pulsed-Townsend (PT) experiment is a well known swarm technique used to measure
transport properties from a current in an external circuit, the analysis of which is based on the
governing equation of continuity. In this paper, the Brambring representation (1964 Z. Phys.
179 532) of the equation of continuity often used to analyse the PT experiment, is shown to be
fundamentally flawed when non-conservative processes are operative. The Brambring
representation of the continuity equation is not derivable from Boltzmann’s equation and
consequently transport properties defined within the framework are not clearly representable
in terms of the phase-space distribution function. We present a re-analysis of the PT
experiment in terms of the standard diffusion equation which has firm kinetic theory
foundations, furnishing an expression for the current measured by the PT experiment in terms
of the universal bulk transport coefficients (net ionisation rate, bulk drift velocity and bulk
longitudinal diffusion coefficient). Furthermore, a relationship between the transport
properties previously extracted from the PT experiment using the Brambring representation,
and the universal bulk transport coefficients is presented. The validity of the relationship is
tested for two gases Ar and SF6, highlighting also estimates of the differences.
Keywords: pulsed townsend experiment, transport coefficient definition, pulsed townsend
governing equation, kinetic theory, Brambring’s equation
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
The use of accurate electron swarm transport coefficients
in simulations has wide ranging implications for modelling
∗ Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
Original content from this work may be used under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 licence. Any further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title
of the work, journal citation and DOI.
physics, from atmospheric processes through to medical imag-
ing and therapies [2–21]. For the well established swarm
experimental techniques, the various experimental parame-
ters (such as temperature, sample purity, uniformity of the
applied field, . . . ) are assumed to be highly accurate (within
the reported error bars), and the techniques for extracting the
measured quantities are generally considered to be well under-
stood. Within the swarm community itself, consensus on the
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extraction of transport parameters/coefficients is essential as
this explicitly impacts upon the accuracy of swarm-derived
cross-sections [22–43] that may be subsequently used directly
for modelling of gas and liquid-phase transport [12, 13], or
the direct application of electron swarm transport coefficients
in fluid modelling of plasmas [3, 44]. As such, high accu-
racy is required in both the measurement and definition of the
transport coefficients to ensure applications in technology and
medicine can be made with confidence.
Transport coefficient definition/measurement was an active
area of debate in the 1960–1990s [45–54], and misunderstand-
ings still exist [30]. For example, it is important to under-
stand that different swarm experiments operate in different
regimes—time of flight (TOF) and pulsed-Townsend (PT) for
example in the hydrodynamic regime, where the space-time
dependence of all quantities can be projected onto the number
density, n (r, t) [55], while the steady state Townsend (SST)
approach operates in the non-hydrodynamic regime, where
one has to treat the space (r) and time (t) dependence more
generally [47, 56].
In the hydrodynamic regime, there are two fundamental
types of transport coefficients, which we call flux and bulk10.
The flux coefficients are defined through well-known flux-
gradient relationships, such as Fick’s law. The bulk coeffi-
cients, however, are defined through the diffusion equation,
which applies, for example, to the analysis of the various mea-
sured currents in both the TOF and PT experiments. Thus we
can say quite generally, without reference to the specific form
of the solution of the diffusion equation, for any experiment
amenable to a hydrodynamic description, that it is the bulk
quantities which are extracted and therefore it is these which
are tabulated in the literature. On the other hand, the SST
experiment is inherently non-hydrodynamic, and measures the
microscopic Townsend ionisation coefficient, α, through the
particle density relation n ∼ exp(αz). The SST experiment
cannot be analysed through the diffusion equation [57], and
therefore does not measure any of the hydrodynamic transport
coefficients.
In spite of much discussion over the past 30–60 years
[45–54], there does, however, remain some residual confusion
about what transport coefficients/properties are extracted from
the PT experiment, and how they relate to the standard flux
and bulk transport coefficients11. Currently, the PT experiment
is one of the swarm methods in active use, with key groups in
Switzerland [58, 63] and México [32, 68], as well as the scan-
ning drift tube experiment in Hungary [69–71] and the double-
shutter drift tube experiment in Japan [72], which provide
much of the present-day electron swarm data. Consequently, it
is essential that the transport properties extracted from the PT
10 While some associate them with particular experiments, such nomenclature
hides their fundamental nature [50].
11 With regard to the extracted coefficients, we note that while some PT analy-
ses report αT/n0 (the macroscopic form of Townsend’s first ionisation coeffi-
cient), the quantity Rnet has been extracted directly by Franck and co-workers
[58–64] and Ridenti et al [65], reported for the PT measurements of Aschwan-
den [66] (along with αT/n0) when analysis of the current transients was hin-
dered by the strong electron attachment, and in Phelps and Pitchford [67]
measurements were transformed to Rnet, to illustrate a few examples.
experiments are identified correctly. This represents the focus
of the current study.
We begin this paper with a brief review of fundamental
swarm transport theory and definitions in section 2, in order
to revisit the vexed issue of transport coefficient definition in
relation to the PT experiment and their relation to transport
coefficients which are derivable from the Boltzmann equation.
We demonstrate that the Brambring form of the continu-
ity/diffusion equation [1] generally used to analyse the PT
experiment is fundamentally flawed when non-conservative
processes are operative. A general solution of the full diffu-
sion equation has long been available in the literature [73, 74],
and in section 3 we specifically show how it can be adapted
to the PT experiment to extract the standard definitions of
the transport coefficients with firm foundations in kinetic the-
ory. With our focus on the PT experiment, in section 3 we
demonstrate that the existing transport property measurements
extracted from PT experiments using the fundamentally flawed
Brambring equation for the current in the external circuit [1],
can be transformed to the standard bulk transport coefficient
definitions. Transformation of existing measured PT transport
properties, for the particular examples of Ar and SF6, are pre-
sented in section 4 and compared with the bulk transport coeffi-
cients extracted from TOF experiments and calculated using a
multi-term solution of Boltzmann’s equation. Thereafter, some
concluding remarks are drawn in section 5.
2. Theory
2.1. The exact continuity equation, the hydrodynamic regime
and the diffusion equation
The exact continuity equation can be derived either from first
principles, or from Boltzmann’s equation:
∂f
∂t
+ v · ∇ f + a · ∂f
∂v
= −J( f ), (1)
for the phase-space distribution function, f(z, v, t), a function
of velocity v and time t, with spatial gradients taken along
the z axis, and acceleration a due to external forces, with col-
lisional processes represented by Boltzmann’s collision inte-
gral J. Integrating equation (1) over velocity space yields the






= S(z, t), (2)
where n(z, t) is the charged-particle density, Γ(z, t) =
∫
vz f(z,
v, t)dv is the charged-particle flux in the external field direc-
tion and the right-hand side is the rate of production of
particles, given by S(z, t) =
∫
JNC( f)dv, the integral of the
non-conservative collision operator, JNC, for processes such as
attachment and ionisation.
Swarm experiments are traditionally designed to operate
in the hydrodynamic regime [2, 44, 75]. In this regime, the
space-time dependence of f(z, v, t) is a function of the number
density (n), and can be expressed in terms of a density gradient
expansion:
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+ · · · , (3)
while normalisation requires
∫
f ( j)(v)dv = δ j0. Hence, the
flux and source terms in the continuity equation (2) can be
identified with:






−+ · · · , (4)






+ · · · , (5)
where ζL is the longitudinal component of the third-order
transport coefficient tensor (the skewness tensor) [76].
Equation (4) is familiar as a generalisation of Fick’s law. The
flux drift velocity and the flux longitudinal diffusion coef-
ficient are designated W and DL respectively, with the net
(or effective) production rate given by Rnet = Rionis − Ratt. The
flux transport properties in (4) and non-conservative source
terms in (5) can be written in terms of the appropriate inte-
grals of the f ( j) appearing in equation (3), or otherwise [51,
56, 77, 78].
Substitution of equations (4) and (5) into equation (2), and
grouping coefficients of gradients in the number density, yields
the standard diffusion equation, when higher order terms in the










where we define the bulk (B) transport coefficients in terms
of the flux coefficients and the corrections due to the non-
conservative source terms:
WB = W + S
(1), (7)
DB,L = DL + S
(2). (8)
In a drift tube experiment, S(1) and S(2) can be interpreted as
modifications to the position of the centre of mass and spread
about the centre of mass, respectively, arising from non-
conservative processes. In general,
S(1) =
∫





Swarm experiments operating in the hydrodynamic regime
may be analysed on the basis of the diffusion equation and
hence generally sample the bulk transport coefficients. The
solution of the diffusion equation for various experimental
arrangements, e.g., for sources distributed in space and/or
emitting for finite times, can be found by appropriate inte-
gration of this fundamental solution over space and/or time
respectively, as we highlight below.
2.2. Townsend’s first ionisation coefficient(s) and the
fundamentally flawed Brambring equation of continuity
The Townsend ionisation coefficient is generally defined under
steady state conditions. Confusion over the definition of the
Townsend coefficient has however existed for an extended
period, with the article by Crompton [45] representing a great
overview and attempt to address this issue. In short, there are
two definitions of the Townsend ionisation coefficient. The
macroscopic version of Townsend’s first (net) ionisation coef-
ficient,αT, (which is the difference of the ionisation and attach-
ment (often referred to as η) coefficients), is defined by the
relation to the particle flux (or current):
Γ ∼ exp (αTz) . (11)
The microscopic version of the Townsend (net) ionisation
coefficient, α, is defined by the relation to the density:
n(z) ∼ exp(αz). (12)
The two definitions are quite different, as are their relation-
ships to the other transport coefficients and to each other, as
we explore below.
The PT experiment [58, 79–82] may be analysed using
the diffusion equation (6). On the other hand, the continuity







that is equation (2) with a source term:
S = αTΓ. (14)
It is unclear from the Brambring paper [1] which form of the
Townsend ionisation coefficient was proposed in their con-
tinuity equation, and perhaps their equation defines its own
form of the Townsend ionisation coefficient. We do highlight,
however, that the steady-state solution of equation (13) for the
flux is consistent with the macroscopic form of the Townsend
coefficient (11) and hence we use that form in the Brambring
representation of the equation of continuity. This is a nota-
tional issue, however, which does not impact the following
arguments.
Most importantly, the Brambring form of the continuity
equation (13) is not derivable from the Boltzmann equation (1),
except in the trivial case of no ionisation or attachment, where
S = 0. To illustrate issues associated with the Brambring rep-
resentation of the equation of continuity (13), let us con-
sider a very simple benchmark system: elastic scattering with
an attachment process with a collision frequency, νatt, that
is independent of energy. From the Boltzmann equation, the
attachment collision operator has the form: Jatt( f) = νatt f.
The source term in the exact continuity equation (2) in the
hydrodynamic regime takes the form:
S(z, t) ≡
∫
[Jelast( f ) + Jatt( f )] dv
= 0 + νatt
∫ [
n f (0)(v) − f (1)(v)∂n
∂z
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+ · · ·
= nνatt + 0 + 0 + · · · , (15)
where the last line follows by virtue of the normalisation condi-
tion on the f ( j), and Jelast denotes the elastic collision operator.
In this case, S(z, t) is proportional to the density with no con-
tributions arising from the derivatives of the density. This is
inconsistent with the Brambring form for the source term (14),
which would have additional first and second order density
spatial derivative contributions which are independent of the
energy dependence of the non-conservative processes, viz sub-
stituting the expression for the flux Γ into equation (14). Phys-
ically, if the attachment collision frequency is independent of
energy then it cannot modify the position of the centre of mass
(first moment of the density) nor the rate of spread/diffusion
(second moment of the density) of the pulse. In contrast, the
Brambring equation has explicit modifications to both of these
moments of the pulse, whenever there are non-conservative
processes operative, irrespective of the energy dependence of
the non-conservative collision frequency.
While the Brambring representation of the equation of con-
tinuity is thus fundamentally flawed from a physical view-
point, in the following sections, we highlight how to relate
the transport properties extracted from the PT experiment via
an analysis using the Brambring representation of the conti-
nuity equation (and related equation for the measurable cur-
rent in the external circuit), with the standard definition of the
transport coefficients from a Boltzmann equation/kinetic the-
ory perspective. This will have importance for the application
of PT transport properties in fluid/moment models of plasmas
for example, as well as for the extraction of cross-sections
through the swarm inversion process.
3. Interpreting transport coefficients from the
measured current in the pulsed-Townsend
experiment
3.1. Solution of the standard diffusion equation
Firstly, consider an idealised TOF experiment in a finite geom-
etry 0  z  L, in which a sharp pulse of n0 charge carriers is
released from a source plane z = z0 at time t = t0, i.e.,
n(z, t0) = n0δ(z − z0). (16)
The solution of the diffusion equation (6) for z0 = 0, t0 = 0












In finite geometry, assuming perfectly absorbing boundaries,
and
n(0, t) = 0 = n(L, t), (18)
the solution of the diffusion equation may be obtained using
the Poisson summation theorem [73, 74] as,
n(z, t; z0, t0) =
n0√








z − z0 −
1
2








− (z − z0 − 2 jL)
2




− (z + z0 − 2 jL)
2
4DB,L (t − t0)
]}
. (19)
One can consider more elaborate boundary conditions, how-
ever for the current study the simplified boundary conditions
(18) are sufficient.
It is convenient for the purposes of the following discussion
to consider the situation where the left hand boundary recedes
to −∞. This may be achieved mathematically by an appropri-
ate transformation of coordinates, in which L now denotes the
distance of the right hand boundary from the source, which is
now located at the origin of coordinates. Equation (19) then
becomes, with t0 = 0,



























describing the spatio-temporal variation of n(z, t) in a TOF drift
tube.
3.2. Extracting bulk transport coefficients from the
pulsed-Townsend experiment
Consider now the PT experiment—a plane parallel swarm sys-
tem where all spatial variation is confined to the z direction,
normal to the electrodes. Under typical measurement condi-
tions, the transit time of the electrons is much less than the RC
time constant of the circuit [2] and the current in the external







Using Fick’s law (4), this can be written in terms of the







where the diffusive contribution has been eliminated due to the
relation:
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dz = DLn(L) − DLn(0) = 0, (23)
for perfectly absorbing boundary conditions. It follows from




























where φ represents the error function. Hence, full current tran-
sients for the current in the external circuit of the PT experi-
ment fitted to equation (24) can yield the bulk transport coef-
ficients: the net ionisation rate coefficient Rnet = Rionis − Ratt,
the bulk drift velocity WB, and the bulk diffusion coefficient
DB,L. Even though the current scales with the flux drift veloc-
ity, W, the time-dependence of the measured current is deter-
mined by the bulk transport coefficients—Rnet, WB and DB,L
via (24). This is consistent with the conclusions of Blevin and
Fletcher [50] and Robson [53]. If the initial number of elec-
trons is known, then we can also simultaneously extract the
flux drift velocity from an analysis of the current in the exter-
nal circuit. This provides an additional transport coefficient
that can be used for cross-section fitting/extraction from swarm
experiments.
4. Relating existing PT transport properties to the
standard transport coefficient definitions
Given the wealth of experimental work and associated extrac-
tion of transport properties and fitting of cross-sections to the
PT data, the obvious question remaining is how do we relate
the PT experimental transport properties to the transport coef-
ficients which are grounded in the Boltzmann equation/kinetic
theory.
Here, we return to the Brambring representation of the
equation of continuity (13) and find the equivalent expression
for the current in an external circuit12. If we substitute Fick’s
law expression (4) into the Brambring equation (13) (retaining
12 While the functional form of the current in the external circuit and its rela-
tion to the transport coefficients can be a source of uncertainty, these are dis-
tinct from the uncertainties that can typically be obtained from approximate
analysis of the current in the external circuit. Indeed, some analyses have used
quite simplified approaches to extract the various transport properties from the
current in the external circuit [58, 65, 79, 83–85], which may lead to further
issues.
For example, extracting W̃, through dividing L by the measured electron transit
time, Te, where the transit time is defined as the difference in times between the
measured current’s rise and fall to the respective half values. This is a measure
of a drift velocity, but not one that is consistent with the flux or bulk drift veloc-
ities, or equation (24). Using that W̃ to then determine any further parameters
(e.g. α̃T or D̃L) will further propagate uncertainties in the other derived coeffi-
cients/parameters. Non-linear curve fitting to the full equation (24) should in
fact be performed (as in, for example, reference [81]) in all cases.
only first order terms in the density gradient expansion13), on












The tildes here denote transport properties arising from the
Brambring representation of the diffusion equation. Since the
Brambring representation of the equation of continuity (13)
is not derivable from Boltzmann’s equation/kinetic theory, the
terms drift velocity, diffusion coefficient and alpha as defined
by the Brambring representation do not have a standard kinetic
theory definition (i.e. are not representable in terms of an inte-
gral of the phase-space distribution function and hence can-
not be found directly in terms of a solution of Boltzmann’s
equation or Monte Carlo simulation) when non-conservative
processes are operative and hence may not have the standard
meaning of drift velocity, diffusion, etc, under such conditions.
Following the same procedure as above, but using the
Brambring representation of the diffusion equation (25)
instead of the conventional diffusion equation (6), it follows

































This is the same expression as that from the original Bram-
bring paper (see equation (12) of reference [1]) and used by the
experimental groups [58, 79, 83, 84], expressed using the PT
transport properties. It is important to note that the W appear-
ing in the first factor on the rhs of equation (26) is the flux drift
velocity W, not the bulk drift velocity WB or the PT transport
property W̃.
The key to relating the PT transport properties to the
standard transport coefficients is to understand how they are
extracted from the fitting of the current in the external circuit
in a typical analysis of the PT experiment. The expression for
the current in the external circuit, whether it be the expression
In addition, extracting α̃T from the rising component of the measured current
[58] (and W̃ from the earlier step) fails to capture the diffusion contributions
to the current in the external circuit.
Using these simplified processes to establish initial estimates of the parame-
ters, to start the non-linear curve fitting of the measured current (as in reference
[81], for example) is, however, good practice.
13 This representation of the current in the external circuit fails to capture the
second order contributions to the source term and hence the equation cannot be
an accurate representation of the experimentally measured current in the exter-
nal circuit when the product αTζL becomes appreciable relative to DL. While
measurement of the skewness term has not been performed to date, many tran-
sient and stationary effects may skew the profile and require consideration [76,
86, 87].
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arising from the diffusion equation (24) or the expression aris-
ing from the unphysical Brambring equation (26), takes the
same general form, i.e. is mathematically equivalent:





















where a, b, c and d can be found from the non-linear curve
fitting procedure and are related to the standard bulk trans-
port coefficients/PT transport properties through comparisons
with equations (24)/(26), or equivalently through comparison
of equations (6)/(25). If in the previous analyses of PT exper-
iments expression (26) has been fitted to the current in the
external circuit, it then follows that the PT transport properties
(α̃T, W̃, D̃L) can be related to the bulk transport coefficients
(Rnet, WB, DB,L) via14:
Rnet = α̃TW̃ = b, (30)
WB = W̃ + α̃TD̃L = c, (31)
DB,L = D̃L = d. (32)
If the initial number of electrons n0 is measured accurately,
the fitting parameter a can provide a technique to measure the
flux drift velocity, W —the first experiment able to do so!
We now consider some examples, transforming the
PT transport properties extracted from existing PT mea-
surements, through implementation of the theoretical
relationships (30)–(32), in order to compare with the
bulk transport coefficients which have firm foundations in
kinetic theory/Boltzmann’s equation. TOF measurements are
included as measurements of bulk coefficients since they are
analysed according the diffusion equation (6). It is important
to note:
• The relationships (e.g. WB = W̃ + α̃TD̃L) are presented
only when all transport properties from the PT experiment
(W̃, α̃T, D̃L) are available from a single study to do the
transformation.
• The intent of this section is purely to highlight the validity
of the relationship between the PT transport properties and
the bulk transport coefficients. Hence,
– We do not preference any particular measurement
technique over the other, but rather focus on the pre-
sentation of coefficients with firm theoretical founda-
tions. Assessment of the quality of any experimental
measurements is beyond the scope of the present
work.
14 It is important to make the distinction that the relationship (30),
Rnet = α̃TW̃, is valid for the PT transport properties α̃T and W̃. The relation-
ship between Rnet, the SST αT and the bulk transport coefficients, however, is
given by [53, 56].
Rnet = αTWB − α2TDB,L + · · · (28)
which, in the limit of small diffusion, may be approximated by
Rnet ≈ αTWB. (29)
– Transport coefficient calculations are obviously
dependent on the cross-section set used. The calcu-
lations presented here are for comparison with the
transformed PT results and should not be interpreted
as the reference for quality of the experimental results
or analysis.
– The error propagation associated with the application
of the theoretical relationships (30)–(32) on exist-
ing PT transport properties results in large error bars.
Ideally, reanalysis of the PT experiment current tran-
sients according to equation (24) would be preferred,
if available, for appropriate determination of experi-
mental error.
In the following subsections we present the results for Ar
and SF6. Ar is considered somewhat of a benchmark gas
known for high accuracy measurements and well known cross-
sections [33], while SF6 provides a good example of when
the differences are quite important due to its strong electron
attachment and ionisation.
The numerical methods employed in the solution of
Boltzmann’s equation (1) for the calculated coefficients have
been described in detail previously, and the reader is referred
to references [88, 89].
4.1. Argon
Figures 1 and 2 present some of the available experimen-
tally measured bulk drift velocities, WB, and ionisation rate
coefficients, Rionis, for electron swarms in Ar. In the upper
panel of figure 1, the WB transformed via the theoretical rela-
tionship (31) from the W̃ extracted from the PT experiment
of de Urquijo et al [90] and Hernández-Ávila et al [91, 92]
are shown with the WB measured from the TOF apparatus of
Kücükarpaci and Lucas [93, 94] and Nakamura and Kurachi
[37], and the WB from the scanning drift tube measurements of
Korolov et al [69]. Measurements of WB are sparse in the E/n0
region where the transformation is most pronounced, although
the trend of the de Urquijo et al WB lies somewhat above the
highest WB datum of Nakamura and Kurachi [37] at 50 Td,
the Kücükarpaci and Lucas [93, 94] WB at around 150 Td, and
the measurements of Korolov et al [69]. In contrast, both the
W̃ and WB measurements of Hernández-Ávila et al [91, 92]
tend to lie below the 50 Td Nakamura and Kurachi [37] value
and the measurements of Korolov et al [69], with the highest
E/n0 measurement of Kücükarpaci and Lucas [93, 94] in good
agreement with the transformed WB. For Ar, the W̃ and WB dif-
fer by up to 4.2% for the de Urquijo et al [90] measurements
and up to 8.2% for the Hernández-Ávila et al [91, 92] mea-
surements, due to the relative magnitudes of the DB,L and α̃
(as shown in figure 11 of de Urquijo et al [90]), the difference
increasing with E/n0. These results highlight the accuracy of
the PT measurements and associated analysis in reference [90].
The bulk and flux drift velocity calculated using the cross-
section set extracted from Magboltz [95] are also displayed in
figure 1 for comparison. While these calculations are depen-
dent on the cross-section set utilised, good agreement is
observed between the calculated WB and the WB transformed
from the PT measurements of de Urquijo et al [90].
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Figure 1. The drift velocity for electron swarms in gaseous argon.
For the PT measurements, the bulk drift velocity WB has been
transformed from the PT measurements of W̃ through the theoretical
relationship (31), and is denoted by the asterisk (∗). (Upper) The
WB transformed from the PT measurements of de Urquijo et al [90]
(transformed using the DB,L first reported in reference [97] although
recorded with the W̃ and α̃T reported in reference [90]) and
Hernández-Ávila et al [91, 92] are compared with the WB TOF
measurements of Kücükarpaci and Lucas [93, 94] and Nakamura
and Kurachi [37], and the WB from the scanning drift tube (SDT)
apparatus of Korolov et al [69]. (Lower) The ratio of the
PT-measured to bulk drift velocities, W̃/WB, for the measurements
of de Urquijo et al [90] and Hernández-Ávila et al [91, 92].
‘Calculated’ represents the flux and bulk drift velocities calculated
from a solution of the Boltzmann equation using the cross-sections
extracted from Magboltz [95].
The lower panel of figure 1 displays the ratio of the PT
drift measurement to the bulk drift velocity, W̃/WB. The ratio
illustrates the difference between the drift velocities, which
increases with increasing E/n0, as expected from the increas-
ing magnitude of the α̃TD̃L term.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of Rionis in Ar which is, to
our knowledge, limited to the transformed PT measurements
of de Urquijo et al [90] and Hernández-Ávila et al [91, 92],
through the theoretical relationship (30), and the Rionis
extracted directly from the PT measurements of Dahl et al [58]
and Haefliger and Franck [63, 96]. At the lower E/n0 of the
Figure 2. The ionisation rate coefficient for electron swarms in
gaseous argon. The Rionis transformed from the PT measurements of
de Urquijo et al [90] and Hernández-Ávila et al [91, 92], through the
theoretical relationship (30) and denoted by the asterisk (∗), are
compared with the (positive) Rionis values reported in Dahl et al [58]
and Haefliger and Franck [63, 96] (the representative measurement
at 10 kPa has been used). ‘Calculated’ represents the Rionis
calculated from a solution of the Boltzmann equation using the
cross-sections extracted from Magboltz [95].
de Urquijo et al measurements, good agreement is observed
with the majority of the Haefliger and Franck coefficients
(measured over a range of pressures, although only the 10 kPa
measurement is displayed in figure 2), and over interme-
diate E/n0 with the Dahl et al measurements. Over the
full E/n0 range of the (positive) Dahl et al measurements,
very good consistency with the transformed Hernández-Ávila
et al [91, 92] Rnet is observed.
4.2. SF6
Figures 3 and 4 present the bulk drift velocity, WB, and net
rate coefficient, Rnet, from some of the available PT and TOF
measurements for electron swarms in SF6. The upper panel of
figure 3 includes WB transformed from the W̃ measurements
of Aschwanden [66] and Xiao et al [98], via the theoretical
relationship (31), and the WB TOF measurements of Naka-
mura [99] and Naidu and Prasad [100]. The transformation
to WB from the measured W̃ of both Aschwanden and Xiao
et al results in a decrease in magnitude below 361 Td, a conse-
quence of the attachment-dominated α̃, and increase in magni-
tude above this E/n0 as ionising collisions dominate the α̃ (and
similarly, Rnet in the lower panel of figure 3). The transforma-
tion of the Aschwanden [66] drift velocity results in a decrease
of up to 4.7% in the attachment-dominated region, and an
increase of up to 9.2% in the ionisation-dominated region, at
the highest E/n0, while the transformation of the Xiao et al
[98] measurements results in a decrease of up to 5.2% in the
attachment-dominated region, and an increase of up to 2.3%
in the ionisation-dominated region. The results shown in the
upper panel of figure 3 highlight, in particular, the accuracy of
the PT measurements and associated analysis in the work of
Aschwanden [66].
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Figure 3. The drift velocity for electron swarms in gaseous SF6. For
the PT measurements, the bulk drift velocity WB has been
transformed from the PT measurements of W̃ through the theoretical
relationship (31), and is denoted by the asterisk (∗). (Upper) The WB
transformed from the PT measurements of Aschwanden [66] (with
the necessary PT transport properties available for E/n0  273 Td)
and Xiao et al [98] (with the necessary properties available for
E/n0 = 279–401 Td), are shown alongside the W̃ measured by the
PT apparatus of de Urquijo et al [103] (where, in the absence of
DB,L, WB could not be determined). Also displayed are the WB TOF
measurements of Nakamura [99] and Naidu and Prasad [100]
(digitised from Christophorou and Olthoff [102]). (Lower) The ratio
of the PT-measured to bulk drift velocities, W̃/WB, for the PT
measurements of de Urquijo et al [103], Xiao et al [98] and Xiao
et al [104]. ‘Calculated’ represents the flux and bulk drift velocities
calculated from a solution of the Boltzmann equation using the
cross-section data of Biagi [101] from the LXCat database.
Compared to the other WB measurements (from the
TOF apparatus), the transformation of the Aschwanden data
increases the differences when compared to the measurements
of Nakamura over all E/n0, but decreases the differences
from the Naidu and Prasad WB. Similarly, for the four data
points of the Xiao et al measurements, where all PT transport
properties were reported (279–401 Td), the transformation
to WB increases the differences from the other experimental
measurements.
Figure 4. The ionisation coefficient for electron swarms in gaseous
SF6. The absolute value of the Rnet reported from the PT
measurements of Aschwanden [66] are compared with the Rnet
transformed through the theoretical relationship (30) and denoted by
the asterisk (∗), from the PT measurements of de Urquijo et al [103],
Xiao et al [98] and Xiao et al [104]. ‘Calculated’ represents the Rnet
calculated from a solution of the Boltzmann equation using the
cross-section data of Biagi [101] from the LXCat database.
We are thus unable to reconcile the PT measurements of W̃
from Xiao et al.
The flux and bulk drift velocity and Rnet values calculated
using the cross-section data of Biagi [101] from the LXCat
database, are also shown in figures 3 and 4. These repre-
sentative calculations are dependent on the cross-section set
used, and are included only to indicate the magnitudes of the
transport coefficients, in particular highlighting the effect of
the non-conservative processes on the calculated WB com-
pared to the flux drift velocity, W 15. In both the attachment
and ionisation-dominated regions, the transformation of the
Aschwanden W̃ changes in the direction consistent with the
representative calculations. As a result, the transformed exper-
imental results of Aschwanden are in good agreement with our
representative calculations.
The lower panel of figure 3 displays the ratio of the PT drift
measurement to the bulk drift velocity, W̃/WB. The ratio illus-
trates the contribution of the α̃TD̃L term in relationship (30),
to the transformation to WB. The change in sign of Rnet results
in a decrease to WB relative to the measured W̃ for the lower
E/n0, followed by an increase of WB relative to W̃ . The mag-
nitude of the difference increases further from the breakdown
E/n0 value, consistent with the magnitude of Rnet.
In the absence of any other Rnet measurements in SF6,
to our knowledge16, figure 4 only displays the rate coeffi-
cient of Aschwanden [66], reported directly in that thesis,
15 We make no comment on the validity of that cross-section set here, only to
highlight that we are unable to predict accurately the breakdown reduced field
as shown in figure 4.
16 We note that many values of the attachment rate coefficient have been
reported for SF6 in various buffer gases (see the review of Christophorou
and Olthoff [102]), but in the absence of any mean energy values for the PT
measurements, the comparison of Ratt at a common mean energy cannot be
made.
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and the rate coefficients of de Urquijo et al [103] and Xiao
et al [98, 104], transformed through the relationship (30), with
good agreement observed between all.
5. Concluding remarks
In this study we have addressed, from a fundamental view-
point, the issue of the analysis and interpretation of the PT
experiment. We have shown that the governing equation tra-
ditionally used to analyse the PT experiment—the Brambring
representation of the equation of continuity—is fundamentally
flawed, and transport properties subsequently defined through
that equation do not have a clear representation in terms of
the distribution function. We have presented an expression
for the current in the external circuit of the PT experiment
in terms of the standard diffusion equation and the univer-
sal transport coefficients defined through it—the bulk trans-
port coefficients. In addition, we have developed a relationship
between the transport properties extracted from the PT exper-
iment using the Brambring representation of the equation of
continuity and the bulk transport coefficients, and highlighted
the validity of the relationship for various gases. Given the
errors that are necessarily propagated through this process, we
suggest that all previous transport properties extracted from
PT experimental data where non-conservative processes are
operative be re-analysed according to the diffusion equation
based current expression to enable measurement of standard
bulk transport coefficients prior to any subsequent application
(e.g. evaluating complete and accurate sets of scattering cross-
sections, and further utilisation in modelling of plasmas and
ionised gases [3, 12, 13, 44, 105]).
A consequence of the present analysis is the necessary
reconciliation between experimental and theoretical studies
involving PT measurements.
As a minimum for any swarm study, the exact definition
of any transport property/coefficient measured or used for fur-
ther analyses must be identified. Further, the definition of any
transport property/coefficient must be consistent with those
defined through kinetic theory and representable in terms of
the phase-space distribution function.
In addition, the following are recommended for clear iden-
tification in experimental studies:
• Primary reference to the exact source equation used for
analysis, and any assumptions entailed.
• A description of the method of the analysis of all
measurements.
• A detailed estimate of the error associated with the statisti-
cal analysis (including systematic errors, reproducibility,
etc), alongside the reported experimental uncertainty.
• The applicability of the hydrodynamic or non-
hydrodynamic regime, and the methods used to ensure
sampling under appropriate conditions. This point is
generally well accomplished in the literature.
• Clear uncertainty estimates of all elements (e.g. pressure,
mixture ratio, etc) and how they propagate through to the
final result [106–109].
Prior to the use of any swarm transport measurements in
theoretical models (low temperature plasma models), the effect
of non-conservative collisions must be identified, since it is
when flux and bulk values start to differ significantly that
one needs to pay attention to the nature of the transport data
required in their models. A detailed prescription has been
presented previously [110].
Using ‘wrong’ theory yields results that may be up to a
factor of 10 different under some circumstances, though often
effects are of the order of 10%–30%. However, if one uses a
similar theory to implement the cross-sections obtained from
incorrectly interpreted data one returns to the original experi-
mental data. Plasma modelling is sufficiently robust that small
changes in the transport data are easily compensated by small
self consistent adjustments of the local field. Problems occur
when one uses more exact models to describe plasmas. PIC
codes with a properly implemented and tested Monte Carlo
simulation will provide correct calculation of fluxes and thus
the effect of the cross-sections obtained from the incorrectly
interpreted data may become large, as stated above. Even
more so, as the plasma field is calculated self consistently
small changes in the local E/n0 as compared to the properly
determined values would originate. Some processes with a
high threshold, such as dissociation and ionization, are very
strongly affected by the local normalised electric field, even
by orders of magnitude (see reference [111], for example).
In this vein, it is recommended that theoretical studies
clearly identify the definition of any utilised experimental
measurements and any further analysis of those measurements
(e.g. transformation from one transport coefficient to
another via approximate relationships with associated errors
propagated).
In addition to these recommendations to aid reconciliation
within the literature, the present work also seeds further inves-
tigation, specifically into the analysis and interpretation of the
PT experiment. For example, the impact of the boundary con-
ditions, on the electron density at the electrodes, on the expres-
sion for the current in the external circuit, and the ability to
extract higher order transport coefficients (e.g. skewness) from
the current measured from the PT experiment should also be
studied.
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